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President’s Report 

Dr Rosalie Cooper, Treasurer, on behalf of 
A/Prof Deb Colville 
Welcome all, 

Our next important event is the VMWS Annual General Meeting on 
Saturday September 16th, 2017. We will be welcoming Dr Clarissa Fabre, 
President Elect of Medical Women’s International Association, from 
England. Dr Jan Coles, Past President will give the Constance Stone 
Oration. Details are in this newsletter. 

We have welcomed new students and some new doctors to our 
membership. Two events have been held. On May 4th we met in Carlton 
with students and recent graduates hearing from older 
women about their career experiences and how they 
should prepare for interviews and produce their CVs. Dr 
Louisa Ng, from Royal Melbourne Hospital gave a detailed 
talk. Most students who attended joined VMWS. 

On July 19th, a lunch was held at the home of Dr Ros Terry 
in South Yarra. This replaced our annual luncheon at the 
Lyceum Club in the city, which had to be moved as the Club 
is being renovated. Fourteen members attended with two 
being new members. The speaker was Hazel Edwards OAM 
who is a writer, well known for teenage and children’s 
books. She has recently written a memoir and described 
some recent books that she had collaborated on. 
Specifically, these covered issues that have traditionally 
been difficult to get published, including gender change 
and sport for Muslim girls in school.  

 

Hazel has written many plays for use in schools. She gave us the text for one called “QVH”, which focused in an 
amusing way on the early time at Queen Vic, when Constance Stone our founder and two other Doctors Stone – her 
sister and cousin - were among the women founding the hospital. Hazel has a particular interest in promoting 
famous women who have been active in Australia but are now often forgotten. Copies of the play are available in 
print or by email. Contact: Rosalie Cooper. 

 

Upcoming Meetings and Events 
Saturday 
September 16th VMWS AGM 
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Drs Adele Storch and Kim Pham have been organizing our events and we wish to thank them for their hard work 
doing this. Drs Kelly Hughes and Claire Felmingham have produced our newsletters. Dr Elysia Robb continues to 
organise “Connect over Coffee” events and work hard on sponsorship. 

 

Our committee usually meets at the Lyceum Club but they have been renovating all year so far and Dr Rosalind Terry 
has kindly given us the use of her house for committee meetings and the lunch, we are most grateful to her. The 
committee meets bi-monthly on the first Monday evening, from February to December. If there are any issues you 
wish to discuss with us please email or phone our Secretariat, attention: Melissa Morey (vic@afmw.org.au). 
 

  

VMWS Committee 2017 
 

President A/Prof Deb Colville 
Vice President VACANT 
Secretary Dr Kasia Michalak 
 Shadow: Ms Lydia Di Stefano 
Treasurer Dr Rosalie Cooper 
Public Officer Dr Kate Duncan 
Immediate Past President Dr Magdalena Simonis 
General Committee Dr Desiree Yap  

Dr Natalie Yap  
Dr Hui Ling Yeoh  

Newsletter Editors/Publicity Officers Dr Kelly Hughes 
Dr Claire Felmingham 
Assistant: Dr Annie Rose 

Sponsorship Officer and Student Coordinator Dr Elysia Robb  
Social Secretaries Dr Kim Pham 

Dr Natalie Yap 
Dr Adelle Storch 

Senior Members’ Representative  Dr Rosalind Terry 
AMA Representative Dr Rosalind Terry 

Shadow: Dr Kasia Michalak 
Vic Reps on AFMW Council A/Prof Jan Coles Dr Kate Duncan 

Dr Marissa Daniels A/Prof Deb Colville 
(National 
Coordinator) 

IT Officer Dr Michelle Li 
Assistant: Dr Annie Rose 
Shadow: Dr Hui Ling Yeoh 

Archivist Dr Anne Stanaway 
Shadow: Dr Rosalie Cooper 

Student Representative – Monash University Ms Lydia Di Stefano  
Student Representative -Deakin University  Ms Rachel Shingaki-Wells  
Student Representative – Notre Dame University Ms Natalie Perera  
Student Representative – The University of Melbourne Ms Tehreem Rawal 
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Events Calendar 2017 
Month Date and event Location (if known) 

September VMWS AGM, Saturday September 
16th 

Building 4, Kaye Scott Room, 
Ormond College, 

The University of Melbourne 
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Event Report: Medical Women’s Walking Tour of Melbourne 

Ms Tehreem Rawal, Student Representative – The University of Melbourne 

On Saturday the 28th of January, my friend Jess and I sacrificed the last Saturday 
morning of our holidays for the feminist greater good. We went on a medical history 
walk hosted by Anne Stanaway for the ladies of VMWS.  

As we walked around the CBD, Anne pointed out that many of the statues and 
buildings we usually take for granted actually have a feminist history. We were 
particularly impressed by the Great Petition sculpture in Burston Reserve between 

Macarthur Street and Parliament Place. 

Below: Anne Stanaway (left of photo), VMWS committee member and archivist, gathers the group at the commencement of the walk.  

The sculpture 
is quite 
minimal in 
design, but 
imposing in 
size. It's made 
up of what 
looks like two 
large, white 
metal sheets 
that have been 
rolled into 
scrolls 
emerging from 
the lawn on 
either side of a 
footpath. I 
think I must 
have seen this 

structure more than a thousand times from a tram window on my way into the city, but I would never 
have guessed what it represented. 
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Above: The walking tour group outside the Queen Victoria Women’s Centre. 

The sculpture commemorates the 100th anniversary of women's right to vote in Victoria. Those large 
scrolls represent the efforts of a small group of Victorian women who managed to gather 30,000 
signatures on petition pages that were sewn together to create a scroll 260 metres long. 

That wasn't the last story we heard about Victorian women banding together to push for change–the 
morning was full of them! 

This was our first time meeting many of the VMWS members and so we hadn't heard any of these stories 
before. Learning about the Queen Victoria Hospital and how it was funded entirely by women, for women 
was truly inspiring. Although we run our own feminist group for medical students at Melbourne University, 
we weren't aware that medicine in Victoria had such a strong feminist history. 

We left feeling happy that we would be going back to university with this newfound knowledge to share 
with our cohort. 

NOW AVAILABLE: Free online guide of the  Medical Women's Tour of Melbourne, including map, photos, and some 
basic historical information. Walk in the footsteps of our trailblazing pioneers at your own leisure!  
 
https://walkingmaps.com.au/walk/3720 

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/e4MrBRINEaVTM?domain=walkingmaps.com.au
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70th World Health Assembly Report 

Dr Natalie Yap and Dr Claire Felmingham 

 

We had the great privilege to attend the 70th World Health Assembly in Geneva with the Medical Women’s 
International Association (MWIA), where we gained a deeper understanding of the role and functions of the World 
Health Organisation, and developed a greater appreciation of the partnership between MWIA and WHO. With a 
main event being the election of the new Director General (DG), there were many in-depth discussions regarding the 
future direction of public and global health. Gender equality and women’s and children’s health were recurring 
themes as key priorities, challenges, and solutions were clarified; they were seen to intertwine with and underpin 
every major public health challenge.   

 

In the special company of eight other MWIA representatives from Austria, Canada, Egypt, Japan, Taiwan, and the 
United Kingdom, we met with a variety of WHO department representatives to discuss their current projects and 
areas for collaboration. We met with the gender-based violence expert Dr Claudia Garcia-Moreno and discussed the 
recent WHO Violence Against Women and Girls Clinical Handbook, with which the WHO would be grateful for 
assistance disseminating. Please follow this link to the handbook: 
www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/violence/en/ . We were also able to share the MWIA Training 

http://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/violence/en/
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Module on Violence, which you can find here if you are not familiar with it: http://mwia.net/mwia-training-module-
violence/ .  

 

Also from the Department of Reproductive Health and Research, we met with scientist Christina Palitto to discuss 
current WHO work in female genital mutilation (FGM). The Department has developed guidelines, which explore the 
management of physical, sexual, mental, and obstetric and gynaecological complications of FGM. MWIA can assist 
this project with dissemination of these guidelines 
(http://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/topics/fgm/management-health-complications-fgm/en/ ) and possibly 
with aiding incorporation of FGM training in to curriculums. We also discussed the WHO Comprehensive Cervical 
Cancer Control Guidebook with Dr James Kiarie, the Human Reproduction Coordinator at the WHO. Here we can also 
assist with the dissemination of guidelines. These are just some examples of the many meetings, collaboration 
proposals, and subsequent ideas that we had and developed with a wide variety of WHO department members. 

 

At this World Health Assembly, we witnessed the election of Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus of Ethiopia (former 
Ethiopian Health minister, pictured below with Drs Claire Felmingham [right] and Natalie Yap [second from right]) as 
the next Director General (DG) of the WHO. After three rounds of intense voting, he beat British Candidate, Dr David 
Nabarro, and Pakistan’s Dr Sania Nishtar. This decision was made by an open and transparent election. For the first 
time, each of the 194 member states were allowed to vote for the new DG.  

 

http://mwia.net/mwia-training-module-violence/
http://mwia.net/mwia-training-module-violence/
http://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/topics/fgm/management-health-complications-fgm/en/
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As the first non-medical doctor and the first African DG, Dr Tedros has a huge and urgent agenda to set upon his 
commencement of his five-year term which began on July 1st. His fierce campaign focused on five leadership 
priorities: 

1) a transformed WHO (building WHO into a more effective, transparent and accountable agency that is 
independent, science and innovation-based, results-focused and responsive) 

2) health for all (advancing universal health coverage and ensuring all people can access the health services 
they need without risk of impoverishment) 

3) health security (strengthening the capacity of national authorities and local communities to detect, prevent 
and manage health emergencies, including antimicrobial resistance) 

4) women, children and adolescents (putting the well-being of women, children and adolescents at the centre 
of global health and development) 

5) health impacts of climate and environmental change (supporting national health authorities to better 
understand and address the effects of climate and environmental change on health). 

 

Dr Tedros will work with these key priorities in mind, while also having to focus on financial sustainability. Assessed 
contributions from member states make up less than a third of the WHO’s almost 3-billion-dollar budget with the 
remaining funds from donors such as Britain, the United States, Norway and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 
Given that United States’ President Trump has suggested funding cuts from the United States of America, the WHO 
must seek new and innovative ways to fund its activities especially given that some funds are tied to specific projects 
and programmes. 

 

Dr Tedros will also have to focus on the reform agenda and the WHO role during health emergencies and crises. To 
have a successful reform agenda, the WHO will need to implement transparency and accountability mechanisms in 
its organisational structure, and regularly evaluate these. The WHO will have to strengthen partnerships and foster 
stronger relationships between local communities and health systems to ensure multi-sectoral and rapid responses 
to health emergencies. Importantly, we hope the WHO will improve gender equality in their leadership positions. 
They have yet to make their target of 50% female staff members in the professional and higher categories (in 2015, 
this was 42%). With the current rate of progress, the WHO is not expected to reach gender parity until 2022. 
Progress needs to be hastened and we must call on WHO and its member States to ensure this is a priority. 

 

In Margaret Chan’s final address to the World Health Assembly, she focused on both the successes and setbacks 
faced by the WHO during her ten-year tenure. She acknowledged that the WHO was too slow in its response to 
Ebola (a topic which has received worldwide criticism from member states, non-government organisations, civil 
society and academic institutes). Chan reported that she was personally accountable for this, as well as the next 
steps the WHO made to reduce lag in response time, improve and standardise clinical trials, and ensure research, 
monitoring and evaluation. She also stressed the importance of ongoing evidence-based interventions, the push for 
innovation, strengthening of stakeholder relationships and focusing on the people. 

 

There are many important challenges facing the world and the health of its inhabitants today, many of which overlap 
and will require cross-sector collaboration and problem solving. One recurring key theme was the importance of a 
focus on the health, wellbeing, and rights of women and girls. Whether being discussed in the context of non-
communicable diseases, climate change, or infectious diseases, including the recent Ebola and Zika outbreaks, 
vulnerable populations, including women and children, are often affected the most severely. With a particular focus 
on women and girls, we should aim to strengthen health systems, gather data and research relevant to these often 
underrepresented population groups, and encourage, promote and demand female leadership and representation. 
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We have been left with an even greater appreciation for the work of the Australian Federation of Medical Women 
and the MWIA. The concentration of our organisations on the empowerment, health, and wellbeing of women and 
children is vitally important; such a focus improves health globally and leads to progress for all.  

 

 

 
Call for Information About Past VMWS Presidents 
 

Please contact Dr Anne Stanaway with any information about past VMWS presidents. In particular, dates of office 
and any background biography details.  
If you are uncertain of the exact details, no matter - something is better than nothing!  
 
Contact Anne (VMWS Archivist) Ph 0431 663 467; email annemstanaway@gmail.com 

 

mailto:annemstanaway@gmail.com
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Order of Australia Recognition 

The Order of Australia formally recognises Australians from all walks of life who, every day, make outstanding 
contributions to our communities and our nation. It is one of Australia’s most prestigious national honours. 
  
Anyone can be nominated for the Order of Australia, at any time of the year. Women—particularly those working in 
male-dominated industries—have historically been underrepresented in the awards. If you would like to find out 
about the nomination rates for women from your industry or sector, have a look at this Honours Branch Final 
Report. https://www.gg.gov.au/sites/default/files/files/honours/HonoursBranchReportFinalOct2016.pdf 
   
Do you know a woman who inspires you? A woman who makes an exceptional contribution in her field? Nominate 
her for the Order of Australia today: 
http://www.dpmc.gov.au/news-centre/government/nominate-inspiring-woman-order-australia-today 
 

If you would like to volunteer to assist in collating a nomination for a worthy medical woman, or to suggest a 
nominee, please contact the AFMW Secretariat at afmw@afmw.org.au 

 

 

https://www.gg.gov.au/sites/default/files/files/honours/HonoursBranchReportFinalOct2016.pdf
http://www.dpmc.gov.au/news-centre/government/nominate-inspiring-woman-order-australia-today
mailto:afmw@afmw.org.au
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Call for Volunteers: Shadow Treasurer Needed 
 

Are you interested in joining the VMWS Committee? We are in need of a volunteer shadow Treasurer.  

Our current treasurer, Dr Rosalie Cooper, is very happy to mentor anyone in this role and train them in the skills 
required. She has worked in the role for a number of different organisations and found it to be a rewarding 
experience.  

Familiarity with Microsoft Excel and data collection would be useful in this position.  

If you are interested please email Rosalie at tuscanhill2@bigpond.com 

 

 

National Council of Women of Victoria 2017 AGM 

 
“Members and friends are reminded that the 114th Annual General Meeting of the National Council of Women Victoria 
Inc. be held on Thursday 7 September, at 12 noon for 12.15 start, Room 4.1 Hayden Raysmith Room, Ross House 247 
Flinders Lane Melbourne. Light refreshments will be served from 11.30 am. Please join us as we review the 
achievements of the past year, and elect the incoming office bearers. As our contribution to Women’s Health Week, 
we are delighted to announce that Dr Rosalie Cooper, Victorian Medical Women’s Society, will be our guest speaker. 
Her topic is MABEL Medicine in Australia Balancing Employment and Life and the findings of the 2017 MABEL 
Research Forum held recently at the University of Melbourne.” 

VMWS President, A/Prof Deb Colville will also be attending. 

 

 

 
 

MABEL Study: User Workshop Report 

Dr Rosalie Cooper, Treasurer 

The Centre for Research Excellence in Medical Workforce Dynamics at the University of Melbourne is conducting an 
extensive longitudinal statistical survey of medical doctors known as the MABEL Study. The Centre is based in the 
Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research at 111 Barry St, Carlton. 

MABEL is Medicine in Australia: Balancing Employment and Life, the chief investigator is Professor Anthony Scott. 
The best contact is via their website www.mabel.org.au and email: enquiries@ mabel.org.au or telephone 03 8344 

mailto:tuscanhill2@bigpond.com
http://www.mabel.org.au/
mailto:enquiries@%20mabel.org.au
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2600. They are happy to receive enquiries or 
questions about the study. MABEL receives funding 
mostly from NHMRC with some other sources; work 
commenced in 2007. 

 

I attended a half-day user workshop that discussed 
their methods and validation and presented some 
examples of their statistical analyses. Only 17 people 
came to that. 

 

They have sent out 9 “waves” of extensive surveys 
and wave 10 is being prepared this year. They have 
four main survey groups, general practitioners 
including registrars, specialist doctors, hospital non-
specialist doctors and specialist registrars in a 
training program.  

 

The survey forms are very detailed and have about 
100 questions. They can be done online (they 
compare manual and digital response rates). The 
questions are “core” topics, such as working status, 
job satisfaction, places of work, workload, finances, 
geographical location, family circumstances and 
personal characteristics. They have other data 
surveys in some waves, DCEs (discrete choice 
experiments, choosing from presented scenarios), 
life satisfaction, standard personality scores, locus of 
control, workplace aggression, practice vacancies for 
GPs, medical school, personal life events, detailed 
medical qualifications, risk taking profile, committee 
membership, outreach for specialists.  

 

There has been a lot of effort put into validating this 
data, for example, comparing different waves and 
answering questions about different groups. Data on 
women practitioners is currently being used to 
prepare a number of papers. Published papers are on 
the website. 

 

At the next full day conference there were over 70 
attendees from a large variety of government departments, college members and workers in the field. The sessions 
were: 
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Getting the balance right. 

Policy and rural issues, overseas medical practitioners, training pathways. 
Doctors going to and staying in rural areas. 
 

General Practice: organization and financing in a changing environment. 

 Practice sizes, use of nurses, corporates, major structural and funding changes. 

Progress with Health Care Homes. 

Supporting rural practices. 

 

Enabling Work-Life Balance, Health and Well Being. 

 Summary of MABEL research to date and future agenda. 

 Changing Culture, College of Surgeons. 

 Hospital trainees and support for them 

 Women in the Medical Workforce- VMWS presentation by myself and Dr Hui Ling Yeoh. 

 Regulation by the Medical Board 

 Students and are they ready for what lies ahead after graduation. 

The last session was the most interesting to myself and Hui Ling Yeoh who could only attend that one. We had a 
Power Point Presentation about our past and future issues. I felt we had a positive approach while the other two, 
trainee and student ones were a bit gloomy about prospects! 

The College of Surgeons speaker discussed the issues they face and was positive about the steps they are taking to 
overcome discrimination. The Medical Board speaker gave some reassurance about doctors with problems and how 
they care for them with a supportive and private approach. 

A handout they sent me listed all their published journal articles and I will scan that for the VMWS office files if 
anyone wants to check it. The information should also be on their website. 

If anyone wants further information you are welcome to email me via vic@afmw.org.au 

The contact details for MABEL are above and they are happy to answer queries or even to answer questions from 
their data. These can be passed on to our committee members, myself or Dr Deb Colville. 

 
 
 
  

mailto:vic@afmw.org.au?subject=MABEL%20research
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VIC@AFMW.ORG.AU     WWW.VMWS.ORG.AU 
Inc A0061560B 

VMWS S i  PO B  252  EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002  Ph  03 9421 1070  
Nomination Form 14 June 2017 V01 

2017-2018 Nomination Form 
Nominations for: 

• Office Bearers: President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer 
• General Committee Members 

o Committee members hold varying portfolios including Strategic Planning, Website 
Management, Promotions Officer, Social Secretary, Newsletter Editor, AMA Representative, 
AFMW Representatives, Sponsorship Officer.  

• Medical Student Representatives (Monash, Melbourne, Notre Dame, Deakin etc) 
• NCWV Representative 
• Other Representatives 

 
 
I, _______________________   nominate ____________________________ 
 
For the position of  ____________________________________________ 
 
Your Signature:  
 
Dated: ________________________________2017 
 
 
Name of Nominee:  ________________________ 
 
I accept the nomination for the above position and I am a financial 
member of the VMWS. 
 
Nominee Signature: ………………………………………………………... 
 

Completed forms must be return to VMWS Secretariat on or before  
12 noon on Thursday 14th September 2017 

A scanned copy can be email to vic@afmw.org.au or by post to PO Box 252 East Melbourne VIC 3002 
 

 
Each nominee is required to submit their CV to the VMWS Secretariat, together with their signed nomination 
form. Students should also attach a covering letter outlining why they wish to join the VMWS Committee. 
 
Date my CV was emailed my CV to the Secretariat ______________________________________2017 
 
SUMMARY OF OTHER DIRECTORSHIPS HELD: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________________________  
 

I have read, signed and returned a copy Drop Box Policy to vic@afmw.org.au  Yes / No 
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